Your way to EMG Automation GmbH

...by car

Coming from the north:
Motorway (Autobahn) A45 Dortmund-Gießen (called "Sauerlandlinie") at intersection Olpe-Süd, exit Wenden. Then turn towards Gehrlingen-Freudenberg (-Bonn) onto Koblenzer Straße. Directly at the exit of Gehrlingen turn right into Ludwig-Erhard-Straße (Industrial Area "Auf der Mark"), then follow the signs "elexis / EMG".

Coming from the west:
Motorway A4 Köln-Olpe up to intersection Olpe-Süd. Then continue as indicated above.

Coming from the south:
Motorway A45 Gießen-Dortmund (called "Sauerlandlinie") at intersection Olpe-Süd, exit Wenden. Then go on as described before.

...by plane

Airport Köln / Bonn:
Starting from the airport by car on motorway A3 up to intersection Köln-Ost. Then onto motorway A4, as described above.
Driving time about 35 min. with medium density of traffic.

Airport Düsseldorf:
Starting from the airport by car on motorway A44 at intersection Ratingen. Then turn onto motorway A3 direction Köln-Frankfurt as far as intersection Köln-Ost - follow signs to Olpe. Continue on motorway A4 as described before.
Driving time about 1 hour with medium density of traffic.

Airport Frankfurt:
Starting from the airport by car via motorway A5 towards Kassel to Gambacher Kreuz. From there via motorway A45 Gießen-Dortmund to intersection Olpe-Süd. Then go on as indicated above.
Driving time 1h 30 min. with medium density of traffic.

...by train

The most favourable railway stations for us are Siegen or Siegen-Weidenau. Depending on the possibilities of timetable, you should contact us prior to your visit, so that we pick you up by car at the station, if need be.